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The Churc.h buildings may not tell us all we want to know about God,
but they reveal much about the people who built them.

THE MORMON STEEPLE:
A SYMBOL OF WHAT?

By Martha Sonntag Bradley

TEN YEARS AGO I PUBLISHED

my first paper: "’The Cloning of
Mormon Architecture.< I was sure
it would influence the Church’s
building policy. It did not. In fact,
the Churchg approach to building
is today even further removed from
aesthetics and more deeply en-
trenched in bureaucracy. Neverthe-
less, this paper, a decade later, is
based on a naive hope that Mormon
architecture will once again be en-
dowed with symbolic potency.

THE SYMBOLIC IMPACT
OF FORM

IN architecture there is no such
phenomenon as accidental form. It
is the art most closely connected to
function. Here, ideas are made
more accessible, given permanence,
endurability. Architecture is the em-
bodiment of idea and belief.

Modern artist and social critic
Ben Shann commented on the crit-
ical connection between form and
belief. According to Shann, form is

the visible shape of all mang
growth; it is the living picture of his tribe at its most
primitive, and of his civilization at its most sophisticated
state. Form is the many faces of the legend--bardic, epic,
sculptural, musical, pictorial, architectural; it is the infi-
nite images of religion; it is the expression and the
remnant of self. Form is the very shape of content.2

1. The St. George Tabernacle
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Moreover, in the view of art
critic Panofsky in Meaning in the
Visual Arts, content is "that which a
work betrays but does not parade."
It is "the basic attitude of a nation,
a period, a class, a religious persua-
sion-all this qualified by one per-
sonality and condensed into one
work. ,3

Forms that express the "basic
attitude" of an age arise in many
ways. For example, a reverence for
the earth’s power is reflected in an
arc of lightning, the undulation of
ocean waves, rolling hills or craggy
mountain peaks, or simply in the
quiet horizontality of the land-
scape. They reflect the elemental
order of the universe. In similar
ways we invent our own symbols to
help us interpret the meaning of
our existence.

All artistic forms arise from this
interplay between idea and mate-
rial, from a compulsion to embody
ideas in physical and tangible form.
We better understand something if
we can see it, or touch it, or hold it.
Perhaps ideas or beliefs will endure

if they have concrete form. Shann continues:
For form is not just the intention of content; it is

the embodiment of content. Form is based, first, upon
a supposition, a theme. Form is second, a marshaling
of materials, the inert matter in which the theme is to
be cast. Form is third, a setting of boundaries, of
limits, the whole extent of idea, but no more, an outer
shape of idea. Form is next, the relating of inner
shapes to the outer limits, the initial establishing of
harmonies. Form is further, the abolishing of excess-
ive content, of content that falls outside the true limits
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2. The Tower of Babel
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3. Greenwich, Utah

of the theme. It is the abolishing of excessive materi-
als, whatever material is extraneous to inner harmony,
to the order of shapes now established. Form is thus
a discipline, an ordering, according to the needs of
content.4

As human beings, we are compelled to interpret the mean-
ing of our existence through symbols. Our propensity for
symbol-making unconsciously transforms objects or forms
into images therein endowing them with heightened meaning.
Throughout time, religious art and architecture have been
shaped by this tension between form/content and symbol. The
voluptuous fertility figure or the paintings on the wails in
prehistoric caves reveal how our ancestors understood their
lives and the symbols they used to appease their gods. As was
true in prehistoric times, the interplay between religion and art
continues. Therefore, LDS meetinghouses and in particular
Mormon steeples are legitimate symbolic expressions of the
psychological condition of the modern-day Church.

THE CHURCH AS THE HOUSE OF GOD
¢’A-- HOUSE of God" is metaphorically used by Mor-

mons to describe their churches and temples. This is a gross
simplification, for these buildings are actually multi-use cen-
ters: chapels are houses of worship, administrative centers,
community centers of social life, as well as houses of God. The
steeples of these buildings serve as the symbolic embodiment
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4. Meadow, Utah

of these functions and, over time, have expressed the hierarchy
of these functions.

The notion of a church as a gathering place of the faithful
and the literal house of God has its roots in Old Testament
theology. The Old Testament story of Jacob’s dream typified the
process through which humankind moved from literal to
symbolic understanding of God’s presence in the holy place.

And Jacob... went toward Haran. And he lighted
upon a certain place, and tamed there all night,
because the sun was set; and he took of the stones of
that place, and put them for his pillows, and lay down
in that place to sleep. And he dreamed, and behold a
ladder set up on the earth, and the top of it reached to
heaven: and behold the angels of God ascending and
descending on it. And, behold, the Lord stood above
it, and said, I am the Lord God of Abraham thy father,
and the God of Isaac: the land whereon thou liest, to
thee will I give it, and to thy seed;

And Jacob awaked out of his sleep, and he said,
Surely the Lord is in this place; and I knew it not. And
he was afraid, and said, How dreadful is this place!
this is none other but the house of God, and this is the
gate of heaven. And Jacob rose up early in the morn-
ing and took the stone that he had put for his pillows,
and set it up for a pillar, and poured oil upon the top
of it. And he called the name of that place Bethel.
(Genesis 28:10-13, 16-19.)
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5. Bountiful Tabernacle, Utah
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6. Logan 6th Ward, Utah, 1906 7. Salt Lake 21st Ward, 1907

This scripture, so rich in metaphorical imagery, describes the
holy place as a literal residence or dwelling place of God. The
ladder or vertical element in its construction as the bridge
between the physical and metaphysical worlds is typical of
religious architecture that is God-centered.

For some religions the building itself is a symbol of divine
reality, for others the shrine or altar is the place for communion
with God. For some religious groups, the location is significant
in terms of a divine visitation or miraculous event in the lives
of the people. A sacred building may exist as a stage for ritual
or it might be a house of prayer.

Regardless, ideally the church is a place where human
beings can feel the spirit of God. In the house of God we
pursue what philosopher William James called a "sense of
reality, a feeling of objective presence, a perception of what we
may call something there. "5

The location or delineation of sacred spaces in buildings
reveals what is sacred for a people and where they believe the
metaphysical and spiritual power lies. It is here, then, that we
must look for what artist Marcel Duchamp describes as the
"starting point of the concrete.’’6 Whatever the functions of
these buildings, they are testimonies to the sense of awe that
people can feel. The buildings may not tell us all we want to
know about God, but they reveal much about the people who
built them.

Because we are most familiar with Western architecture,
and because it is so clearly reflected in Mormon architecture,
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the example of the Gothic serves best to illustrate this point.
The verticality of the Gothic symbolized the tendency to reach
into the spiritual sphere, into the heavens. Gothic architecture
was truly God-centered.

Rodin, the French impressionist sculptor, poetically charac-
terized the verticality of the Gothic cathedral by saying: "The
cathedral is the scaffolding of heaven. It gathers itself for flight;
it rises, then stops the first time to rest on the balustrade of the
first tier; then the construction resumes its skyward flight. It
stops at the limit of human powers.’’r

The hopes of the beyond found expression in the increasing
height of the Gothic cathedral, which seems to set the laws of
gravity at defiance.

TOWERS, SPIRES, AND STEEPLES

THE most obvious vertical element in ecclesiastical ar-

chitecture has always been the tower. Originally towers housed
bells to call people to worship and spread news both joyful and
sad. In times of war, medieval men used towers for defense, as
refuge in times of danger. Towers stood as marking posts for
travellers, occasionally served as apartments for priests who
could conveniently say night offices without descending to the
church below.

Architecturally, the tower was the culmination of English
Gothic achievement. The revolution in church design which
marked the closing years of the seventeenth century, was due
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8. Indianola, Utah, 1916

10. Nebo Stake Tabernacle, Utah

9. Society Hill, South Carolina, 1907

11. Parowan, Utah

mainly to the work of Christopher Wren, whose London
churches rising from the ashes of the Great Fire of 1666 created
a new spatial and decorative concept in the High Renaissance
style designed for Protestant worship and preaching. Fifty-two
churches were rebuilt under his direction. These churches are
particularly interesting because of their variety of interior
plans. Collectively, their towers and spires soared over the
crowded streets of London, and varied in shape: rectangular,
round, square, or octagonal. An effect of stability was obtained
by the width of the tower receding to the top, by battering,
through stepped upper stories, or by buttresses projecting less
stage by stage.

THE MORMON STEEPLE

THE earliest Mormon steeples such as that of the Nauvoo
and Kirtland Temples or the St. George Tabernacle (illustration
#1) were the indirect descendants of the Wren tower/spire
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tradition as transported to New England during the eighteenth
century and repeated ad nauseam in revival architecture of the
nineteenth century. Nineteenth-century LDS steeples are the
reminder of what Rodin called this "gathering for flight"; it is
the last, however, diffused remnant of the flight upward, of the
yearning to reach the heavens, even as the winding staircase of
the Tower of Babel, the symbol of a bridge between heaven and
earth (#2).

There are four basic types of LDS meetinghouses: (1) no
steeple; (2) a fully integrated (substantial)steeple; (3) separate
(but often not equal); (4) the afterthought steeple which comes
in two types: (a) a diminutive steeple placed on top designed
without any thought of a steeple form, or (b) the steeple as
logo.

There has always been a tradition in LDS architecture of
building churches with no steeples at all. The small vernacular
structures of the colonization period could easily be mistaken
as school houses or public buildings. There is nothing in terms
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12. Parowan, Utah

14. La Canada, California, 1954

of form or symbol that distinguishes their religious function.

13. Tempe, Arizona

15. Wilshire Ward, California

These small, primarily one-room structures were, like
homes in the isolated areas of Mormon territory, usually built
of locally produced adobe brick, log, or rough-hewn frame
studding. The choice of material depended entirely on the
availability of materials, the climate (that varied so dramati-
cally from north to south), technology, and the ethnicity of the
particular group. "The development of Mormon architecture is
as much a story of change in church philosophy and expansion
of church organization as it is a story of the adoption of
technological or stylistic improvements’’8 (#8, Indianola, Utah,
]916).

Church buildings erected during the first wave of settle-
ment were simple, plain in form and ornamentation, and
reflected a determined community effort to create a place of
congregation in the truest sense. The earliest churches were
houses of worship, but also the scenes of virtually all public
gatherings (#3, Greenwich, Utah). The warm red brick of this

vernacular structure is complimented by the white wood trim
of the roof cornice and window moldings which are headed by
brick arches.

A passage from The Whisper of the River by Ferrol Sams
illustrates this sense of place so important for a gathering of
Saints:

The building stood in a grove of red oak and
hickory nut trees, and the yard around it was hoed
free of weeds and then swept clean with dogwood
brooms. Its windows, tall and narrow, were filled with
squares of handmade glass. The irregularity of each
clear pane gave a slight prism to reflected light and
produced a mirrored mosaic that was mismatched
and undulating. The steeple had no ornamental frills
but was proportioned well to the size of the building,
and it housed an ancient iron bell that compensated
in clanging volume for its lack of timbre and tone. It
was a one-room building, but should anyone think it
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16. Paris Tabernacle, Idaho, 1883-89 17. Salt Lake 19th Ward 18. Sugarhouse Ward, Utah

crude or spartan, let it be quickly known that this was
the House of the Living God.

There were some people who thought themselves
indifferent to that church, but they all wanted it there.
It gave a feeling of security and it guaranteed succes-
sion. Even the most outspoken cynic would have
been uncomfortable and filled with foreboding had it
vanished. It was needed right there, where it was ....
The church was hope and assurance; it was challenge;
it was£judgment. It was also comfort and benediction.
The area would have been desolate indeed without it.9

As communities stabilized, became more stratified and di-
versified in terms of population, services, and resources, the
Saints built new church buildings bedecked with steeples or
added steeples to previously existing structures. Where earlier
buildings most likely had crude roofs, sawmills provided lum-
ber to create a more finished look.

Like the Greenwich wardhouse, the Meadow, Utah, ward
building conforms to the classical style. The round headed
windows and cornice lines stretch to a more formal and careful
rendering of what is still basically a vernacular structure. The
octagonal wooden tower has louvered, round-headed win-
dows and an octagonal steeple that rises sharply to a peak (#4).

The Society Hill ward building was the first LDS church
building constructed in South Carolina, a building built in
1907 for a branch first organized in 1898. Its rectangular plan
and plain facade and wall surfaces reflect the financial con-
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straints of the Church in the mission field. The steeple was
added to the original structure several years after its original
construction (#9).

FULLY INTEGRATED TOWER FORM 1880s- 1920s

THE four decades between 1880-1920 marked the high
point of Mormon steeple design, a time when steeples became
more fully integrated with building design. Impossible to
understand these forms separate from the structures they
adorn, they emerge naturally from the mass itself and together
with other architectural elements produced churches.

Although the Bountiful Tabernacle, built in 1857-63, is
basically a Classical Revival building, the steeple itself ex-
plodes with creative energy and blatantly disregards the for-
mality and orderly spirit of the style. Its complex series of
stages do not diminish in size as they ascend toward the sky,
but stay basically the same. Each stage is complicated by
moldings and woodwork more reminiscent of Victorian than
classical detailing. The multi-spired upper level sits on a plat-
form like a fancy wedding cake presented on a tray (#5,
Bountiful Tabernacle, Utah, 1857-63).

Perhaps the most curious early Mormon church steeple is
the Logan 6th Ward’s tower, a replica of the Salt Lake Temple.
The building itself combined elements of Gothic Revival and
New England church architecture, most notably its symmetry
and the dentils and other careful details of the cornice lines
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19. Mar Vista, California
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20. St. George, Utah, 1970s

(#6).
The steeple of the Salt Lake 21st Ward building, 1907, is

again fully integrated into the design of the building. The main
entrance to the building is located on the lower level. Round-
headed windows on the second story and an interesting round
window with star molding on the second-and-one-half story
appear on the brick portion of the tower. The upper one-third
is constructed of wood and is topped by pointed arched Gothic
windows and a spiked steeple (#7).

The Paris Tabernacle’s tower is also fully integrated into the
building design, but here it is alive with action and energy.
Divided into seven different levels (not necessarily identifying
stories of the building) this tower is totally eclectic (#16). The
twin towers of the Nebo Stake Tabernacle (#10) flank a curvi-
linear parapet facade of this Mission Revival style building. The
flaring tower roofs are covered with red tile (#17, Salt Lake
19th Ward).

During the 1920s the Church built numerous, really quite
wonderful, Wrightian buildings reminiscent of Frank Lloyd
Wrightg Unity Temple (1909) in Oak Park, Illinois, character-
ized by massiveness, boldness, a sculptural look, and subtle
basic proportions. Nevertheless, many Mormons felt uncom-
fortable with what they perceived as unchurchlike, awkward
forms foreign to LDS architectural tradition, perhaps because
of the noticeable lack of steeples (#11, Parowan, Utah).

By the 1930s the essential functional patterns of LDS wor-

21. Is that a Mormon Steeple on the
Planned Parenthood Building?

ship were established that would dictate ward building design
for the next fifty years. The most important change was that
future church buildings integrated all functions in one ward
building. Before this, separate tabernacles were constructed for
larger meetings and separate gymnasiums were built for recre-
ational activities. Churches designed by Don Carlos Young, the
"Colonel’s Twins," embodied this concept of integrated design,
emphasizing function. Steeples were once again a conspicu-
ously absent element in what were otherwise basically conser-
vative designs (#12, Parowan, Utah).

In the 1940s and 1950s repetitive plans were produced by
private architects for use by the Church. Ted Pope designed an
estimated 250-300 buildings between 1949-1955, more than
any other single architect working for the Church. His designs,
particularly his pseudo-Colonial churches, like the Sugar-
house Ward, were popular, functional, and inexpensive.
Steeples were a popular ornamentation on Pope-designed
church buildings. Because these buildings were large multi-use
structures, the steeples were less fully integrated into the
overall design and have a more decorative quality (#18).

While the stucco and Spanish Colonial ornamentation of
these buildings is clearly indigenous to Southern California
and Arizona, the use of the tower continued during the 1940s
and 1950s. The tower/steeple in both the Tempe Ward, 1930s-
1940s, and the Mar Vista ward, 1928, was less important to the
overall design of the building as function became more impor-
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22. Narragansett Ward, Rhode Island 23. Sage plan chapel with three-tiered lightpole steeple

24. St. George, Utah, 1990

rant than symbol (#13; #19). Not all buildings constructed
during this period were modern versions of the Spanish Colo-
nial. The La Canada Ward, designed by architect Louis Thomas
in 1954, has tudor decorative elements but again a steeple
totally out of scale with the rest of the building (#14).

CHURCH BUILDING COMMITTEES

CHURCH membership doubled between 1940 and

1960, and this growth is reflected in a corresponding rapid
proliferation of building projects. The institutional response to
this growth came in 1954 with the creation of the Church
Building Committee, consolidating all artistic and financial
decisions in a single governing agency and creating the first
index of plans. In 1964, the building program was further
revamped allowing for greater consolidation of programs, a
move that had a profound impact on chapel design. The
tower/steeple form became increasingly less important than
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25. Granite, Utah, 1990

function to overall design; what needs the building could
satisfy became more important than its religious symbol.

Many architects were alarmed by the implications of this
program, particularly its insensitivity to local cultures and
styles. The new aesthetic, uniformity of design and concept,
reflected the intent to unify different cultures and peoples. For
Saints in the international Church, the wardhouse was a sym-
bol, a trademark; the steeple was a symbol that the Church had
arrived. The immediate results of the consolidated building
program were reflected in steeple design. The Church’s use,
misuse, and disuse of steeples in the last few decades indicate
a more pervasive attitude toward ecclesiastical building in
general (#15, Wilshire Ward, California).

SEPARATE STEEPLES

DURING the late 1970s and 1980s an increasing num-

ber of LDS standard-plan meetinghouses had detached steeples
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26. Matthews Ward, California, 1930s
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28. Suggested logo/symbol of the new wardhouses

27. La Mesa, California, 1950

29. Duente Ward, California, Sage plan with tower

placed somewhere nearby the main structures. Many archi-
tects who worked with these plans attempted to design a
steeple form that corresponded to the style, material, or shape
of the main structure. Some were successful; others were not.
But increasingly the steeple was not considered in the original
design of the building and had no relationship to it in terms of
scale, form, or scope of design. The result is that many of these
steeples/towers seem to be afterthoughts, elements added to
signal that this building is a church, a sort of logo, but utterly
devoid of symbolic or aesthetic potency. Furthermore, many
freestanding steeples--the separate but not equal group--
could be eliminated altogether and not affect the design or
mood of the original structure. In this way the steeple was
divorced from aesthetic considerations and became a symbol
devoid of ideological impact. Instead, we have steeples that are
whimsical, dramatic, ridiculous, and often look like the con-
tact point for a space station (#22, Narragansett Ward, Rhode
Island; #20, St. George, Utah, 1970s).

Often this design was a financial consideration. When a
stake was trying to adhere to budget in planning their new
building, the steeple, when measured against a higher grade of
carpet in the chapel or a larger kitchen, often lost out. The
three-tier, light pole steeple form, popular in the 1980s, was
the best example of this accommodation to economic con-
straints on design. This became the simplest, most under-
stated, abbreviated expression of "steeple" to date. For less
than $3,000 it signaled "church" (#23, Sage plan chapel with
three-tiered lightpole steeple, Granite, Utah, 1988).

THE AFTERTHOUGHT STEEPLE

DURING the late 1980s the Church Building Depart-
ment constructed a number of churches, most notably the Sage
meetinghouse plan, with no steeples at all. There was nothing
in the form of the Sage, or usually the materials with which it
was built, that suggested church. A number of stakes opted, at
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later dates, to place steeples next to the existing structures.
Others, in perhaps a worse-case scenario, put steeples, usually
small, and totally out of scale, on top of the building itself, as
an afterthought (#24, St. George, Utah, 1990; #25 Granite,
Utah, 1990). There were earlier instances of this type of stee-
ple. Harold Button’s Matthews Ward, built in the 1930s, has a
tiny lantern like steeple with no relationship in terms of style,
dimension, or design to the rest of this boxy, unattractive
building (#26). The steeple of the La Mesa ward building is
quite lovely, but again completely out of proportion with the
Classical Revival building itself (#27).

Other Sage chapels were built with small steeples included
in the original building. Nevertheless, these diminutive
steeples have the same feeling of being afterthoughts rather
than integrated parts of the design (#21).

CONCLUSION

THE change in steeple form on churches is due to more
than simply changes in style. The change is an expression of
what the German artist Franz Marc, who died during World
War I, called the "profoundest center of gravity of their own
age.’’~° What then is the center of gravity in the LDS church as
reflected in modern day Mormon chapel architecture and, in
particular, in the steeple?

First, the relationship between content and form has been
obscured by the preoccupation with function, which expresses
the content of the modern day church (the spirit of the age, if
you will). In the 1980s Mormon ecclesiastical structures be-
came the stage for the movement of large numbers of Saints
through programs--not meditations on the spirit, but the
satisfaction of programmatic requirements rather than com-
munion with God.

Second, is the steeple of the LDS meetinghouse a symbol of
a house of God? Is it the s)qnbol of a God-centered place of
worship? Our wardhouses are more literally houses of commu-
nity, social, and administrative life. They are occasionally
courthouses, sports arenas, dance hails, and craft centers; in
terms of space, materials of construction, and the general level
of respect with which they are treated, they are not even in a
metaphorical sense houses of God. Our architecture reflects an
embrace of the earth rather than a preoccupation with the
heavens. It has become human-centered. It is spatially the
scene for the interaction of the community of Saints rather
than the interaction between human beings and God.

The new three-tiered lightpole "steeple" form does not
symbolize the function of the Mormon meetinghouse. It does
not in any sense have symbolic potency as an identifier of a
house of God. The new logo/symbol of the wardhouse might
more appropriately be the sign welcoming visitors and telling
the name of the ward, the group who uses the building (#28).

The spreading roof of the Sage standard plan, like a huge
tent, provides a striking contrast to the vertical lines of the
Gothic cathedral that stretch heavenward. The form of the Sage
is more reminiscent of a huge warehouse, a warehouse for
worship, warehousing the Saints. The steeples placed next to

the horizontal sweep of the Sage roof or other contemporary
standard plan buildings have been so emasculated as to have
no symbolic impact at all (#29, Duente Ward, California, Sage
plan with tower).

Secularizing the functions of the LDS church building is
reflected externally in the desymbolization of the steeple. This
diffuses and deemphasizes its symbolic impact which reveals
much, perhaps too much, of how far we have come and how
much we have lost.                                    ~
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JOB & OTHER SPECULATIONS
His name in languages was Iyy0bh, Hiob:
I wonder when he stretched out
at end of day, the boil-scars tattooing
his arms and chest
and the bitter wife settled alongside him
if the length, texture, shine
of her hair pleased him as before,
if the size of the new herds, flocks, yokes,
house and servants compensated
for the old familiars.
How often did he dream of his children’s
round warm faces, dark eyes,
bright laughter?
Nights, when the narcotic of deep
sleep--r.e.m, sleep--detached
his nous from fear,
did he ever question the contest,
the terrible pride of the Yahweh god
who wagered his safety, his life, his fortunes
to the jealous lash of a devil’s mockery?

--SEAN BRENDAN BROWN
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